CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

Based on the findings of this research, it can be concluded that:

1. The five types of Speech Acts are found in Avatar Movie script. They are
   (1) Declarative that it is intended for declaring war, firing, marrying, bidding, etc.
   (2) Representative that it is intended for assertions, facts, claims, conclusions, descriptions, inform report, suggests, and claims.
   (3) Expressives that it is intended for thanking, apologizing, welcoming, joy, like, dislike, complaining, mourning, condoling, sorrow, and congratulating.
   (4) Directive that it is intended for requesting, commanding, warning, permitting, urging questioning, ordering, suggesting, advising, begging, challenging, insisting, and pleading, and
   (5) Commisive that it is intended for promising, threatening, swearing and offering in future action. The total number of those five types speech acts that uttered by Jake Suly are 350 utterances. The total number of declaratives acts are 3 items (0.85%), representatives acts are 176 items (50.28%), expressives acts are 48 items (13.71%), directives acts are 96 items (27.42%), commissives acts are 27 items (7.71%).

2. The data findings shown that representatives acts is dominantly used in this movie. There are 176 (50.28%) utterance that uttered by Jake Sully in Avatar movie script.
3. Representatives act is the most dominant used in avatar movie script because avatar movie is tell about science and military. So there are many sentences containing facts, assertions, claims conclusions, descriptions, inform report, suggests, and claims.

B. Suggestions

In relation to the conclusion above, some suggestions are given as following:

1. For readers, this research will give information and enrich their knowledge about speech act and how speech act used in the daily communication.

2. For Student of English Department. It is expected that the student can obtain more information about communication, especially in choosing speech act of action based on appropriate situational context.

3. For further researches, this research can be used as a reference for further research about analysis of speech act.